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THE CITY OF OKLAHOMA CITY’S
2017-20 PRE-QUALIFIED ARTIST POOL
For public art projects under $25,000
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2017-20 PRE-QUALIFIED ARTIST POOL
OKLAHOMA CITY ARTS
COMMISSIONERS:

PRE-QUALIFIED POOL
SELECTION COMMITTEE
•
•
•

Elizabeth Eickman
Stephen Kovash
Alan Atkinson

•
•
•

The Oklahoma City Pre‐Qualified Artist Pool was a recommendation of the recently
adopted Public Art Master Plan – AMP UP OKC. During the Planning process, consultant
interviews revealed that the development community and other neighborhood groups
and community organizations needed help in finding qualified public art professionals to
carry out uniquely artistic projects. The Pool is also helpful in providing greater exposure
for local artists and is used by the Arts Liaison to seed ideas for neighborhood,
commercial, commercial district, school and private development public art projects when
providing technical assistance.
If you need help with a project, or have questions about the pre‐qualified artist pool,
contact:
Robbie Kienzle, Arts Liaison and Program Planner
Oklahoma City Planning Department
Office of Arts & Cultural Affairs
420 W. Main, Suite 930
Oklahoma City, OK 73102
405/297‐1740
robbie.kienzle@okc.gov
www.okc.gov/arts

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Elizabeth Eickman, Chair
Bryon Chambers, Vice-Chair
Allison Bailey, Commission Advocate
Scott Booker
Teresa L. Cooper
Peter Dolese
Gary Good
Jim Hasenbeck
Steve Hill
Stephen Kovash
Jim Loftis
Michael Owens
John Seward
Paul Sweeney
Krystal Yoseph
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2017-20 PRE-QUALIFIED ARTIST POOL
The artists represented in the 2017-20 pre-qualified artist pool have gone through a rigorous submission and review process and were screened by local professional
art jurors. The jurors’ recommendations were evaluated by the Oklahoma City Arts Commission at their February 2017 meeting. Each of the artists has received a
recommendation from the Arts Commission. This year’s pool showcases artists in nine categories that include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Art Handling: To include cleaning, restoration, foundations, installation, welding, art markers, etc.
Curatorial & Art Selection Services: To include research, scope development, selection, contracting, project management oversight, documentation, educational
markers.
Murals: Interior, exterior, and large-scale murals.
2-Dimensional Work: To include painting, print making, graphics, illustration, etc.
3-Dimensional Work: To include sculpture, wall relief, glass, etc.
Photography: To include traditional photography, manipulated methods, and digital printing on a variety of media that includes paper, plexi, metal, vinyl, cloth, etc.
Mosaics: Vertical and horizontal work involving tiles, stones, etc.
Functional: To include benches, chairs, tables, lighting, art screens, bicycle racks, shade structures and more.
Environmental: Involving materials from the natural environment that includes, but is not limited to earth, stone, willow, landscaping, water, etc.

Helpful guidance on selecting, contracting, and working with art professionals is also included.
Oklahoma City leaders understand that public art, and thriving arts and cultural organizations and districts play a large role in making this city a great place to live,
work, and study. National studies have shown that communities that demonstrate a love and support of their community through public art and placemaking have
even better economies. We wish you success and hope that you contact the Office of Arts & Cultural Affairs if you have questions or need technical assistance.

Robbie Kienzle, Arts Liaison and Program Planner
Oklahoma City Planning Department
Office of Arts & Cultural Affairs
420 W. Main, Suite 930
Oklahoma City, OK 73102
405/297-1740
robbie.kienzle@okc.gov
www.okc.gov/arts
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SELECTING AN ARTIST
When reviewing the artists’ work in the registry, please keep in mind
that many of the artists in the registry can provide more types of work
than the images represent. The Arts Commission recommends a
process similar to the one that the City uses that includes selecting up
to three artists to be considered for each project opportunity, based on
the requirements for the site and the appropriateness of the artist’s
work and style. These artists are paid a stipend to meet with the client,
learn about client goals for the project and visit the site to evaluate,
photograph, and measure in order to develop a site-specific, conceptual
design. The artist should be asked to personally present the proposal
to the client and/or a selection committee that may include those
involved in architecture, interior design, use of the site, and who are
responsible for maintenance.
The artist’s rendering or model,
experience, artist statement about the meaning of the artwork,
references, details about the budget, proposed materials and their
maintenance, care and longevity should all be presented and discussed
at the presentation meeting.
.

The recommended criteria to use when making your decision includes:
• Appropriateness of proposed work and materials for the site.
• Artist’s skill and willingness to effectively communicate and work
with the client and/or team involved on the project.
• Safety, durability and longevity of the work.
• Maintenance costs and requirements that align with the client’s
operations expectations.
• Good work habits based on references that are checked before the
final selection is made.
The selected artist is ultimately commissioned for the project based on
the combined strength of a proposal, interview and references. When
you contact an artist to discuss preparing a conceptual design, it is
recommended that you pay the artist a fee for their time to evaluate the
site and to produce and present the conceptual design. The City of
Oklahoma City uses a sliding scale resulting from a national survey of
public art network professionals.
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HOW AN ARTIST APPROACHES A PUBLIC ART
PROJECT
Here’s a glimpse into the work an artist may do to produce a site specific,
conceptual design for their client:
•

Analyze the site, existing drawings, history of the area, project information,
client goals, etc. and develop some ideas, which are refined down to the
final idea.

•

Create some sort of site plan and section drawing in AutoCAD (or favored
format), as these artworks do not exist in a vacuum. Sometimes the artist is
not provided with these drawings by the client because they are not under
contract as of yet so they have to be created from google earth images or
pdfs or anything else the artist can find.

•

Develop drawings that are rendered so that the artist’s concept is fully
explained as to color, scale, materials, setting, fabrication methods,
foundations, etc, usually in Autocad and Photoshop.

•

If subcontractors or fabricators are involved, the artist will develop drawings
of the artwork that are similar to construction documents so they can send
them out to get pricing from various subcontractors or a structural engineer.

•

Research what type of design review or permitting may be required for the
work to be approved and installed.

•

Develop a cost estimate for materials, shipping, fabrication, lighting,
permits, installation, etc.

•

If the client requires it, the artist may hire someone to create a 3D model or
animation. This can be VERY costly. Some artists generate physical models,
also time-consuming and costly.

•

Write a project narrative, because the client should have a statement about
the work they may ultimately commission.

•

Develop a presentation, often in PowerPoint, that tells the story of past work
and the new artwork concept, how one came up with the idea and how it
works in the site, the region and meets both the client and the community
goals.

•

Sometimes obtain material samples to leave with the client.

•

Create handouts for the client and any committee the client may use. Have
them printed and bound nicely to make a good impression.

•

Sometimes travel is involved to visit the site and this can involve travel costs
like gas, automobile rental, air travel, hotel and meals.
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FEES, CONTRACTS, AND COMMISSIONS
Always be clear with the artist about the fees/payments for the services
they will render. This should be done in writing and before any work
begins and should specify the amount, artwork deliverables, and timing
for payment. By paying the artist a fee and being clear about client
expectations for the conceptual design, the client will be assured that
all aspects of the commissioned work have been considered.
Lastly, you should enter into a contractual agreement with the artist
that stipulates the total commission amount and scope of work,
location, timeline and when and how the commission amount will be
paid. The contract should stipulate all expectations between the artist
and the client.
Certain review and permitting by the City also requires that the artist
release their Visual Arts Rights Act rights. You can access a sample
Visual Arts Rights Act waiver for sculpture or murals. An Art Easement is
also useful to for an agreement about the stated time for display of a
public artwork. If you have any questions about use of the registry,
selection and contracting of public art artists, or about design review
and permitting of public artwork, please do not hesitate to contact the
Office of Arts & Cultural Affairs.
Robbie Kienzle, Arts Liaison and Program Planner
Oklahoma City Planning Department
Office of Arts & Cultural Affairs
420 W. Main, Suite 930
Oklahoma City, OK 73102
405/297-1740
robbie.kienzle@okc.gov
www.okc.gov/arts
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AT COMPLETION
At completion of any public art project, an art marker should be
installed so that anyone who sees the work will know who made it, what
the artist meant to convey, and who owns it. Following is the art marker
standard recommended by the Oklahoma City Arts Commission:


Use Tombstone Information similar to museum that includes:
Artist name, Country of origin, birth and death, title of work, year
completed, copyright symbol, and organization who sponsored or
owns the asset.



Explore ways to include a brief Artist Statement or a portion of
the Artist Statement on the marker so the public can learn about
the meaning behind the artwork.



Public art is an asset, so be sure to include a statement or icon to
indicate ownership.



A website address may be used to help the audience find and
connect with information available on the internet connecting
them with fabrication and installation photos, artist/owner
narrative, audio and video. This information helps the viewer
understand the who, what, when, where, and why of each work.

Intellectual connection to the public artwork and artists is a vital part of
ensuring community support of public art.
Other important things to consider include:
•

Adequate lighting. Lighting also helps to avoid theft and vandalism

•

Insurance for vandalism or theft. Public art is a valuable asset.
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ART HANDLERS
The Art Handling category includes professionals who
can clean, restore, install foundations, install artwork,
weld, create and install art markers and handle other
work associated with the proper installation, care and
maintenance of public art.
• PAUL BAGLEY
• CLINT HOWARD
• RANDY MARKS
• KLINT SCHOR

Art Handler Paul Bagley reinstalls Desert Bloom by Kevin Robb after restoration
following an automobile collision.
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Paul Bagley
Paul Bagley has been a contracted Art Handler for The City of
Oklahoma City from 2014-2017. He has handled installations,
restorations, lighting, art markers and public art relocation for the
Oklahoma City’s Office of Arts & Cultural Affairs.

Paul Bagley
718 W. Sheridan Ave.
OKC 73102
T 405/209-5425
paulbagley@me.com
paulbagley.com

Programmable lighting and custom art markers for Compass Rose by Owen Morrel at the
Oklahoma City Boathouse District.
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Paul Bagley

Engineering, base, transportation, installation and marker for Rooster by
EM Reynolds, donated to the City of Oklahoma City in memory of Allen E
Coles.

Engineering, base, transportation, installation and marker for Turtle by EM Reynolds,
donated to the City of Oklahoma City in memory of Allen E Coles.
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Paul Bagley

Base reinforcement, transportation, installation and markers for Sun God and Maiden by
EM Reynolds, donated to the City of Oklahoma City in memory of Allen E Coles.

Engineering, base, transportation, installation, marker, and landscape improvements
for Bison by EM Reynolds, donated to the City of Oklahoma City in memory of Allen E
Coles.
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Paul Bagley

On site project mobilization and installation support for Connectivity by
Marsh Scott at Intermodal Transportation Hub.

Modification to cross bracing for Gordon Huether’s In Honor of the Fallen at the Oklahoma
City Police Headquarters Building.
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Clint Howard
As Owner of Deep in the Heart Art foundry, Howard has the
unique ability to offer a one-stop-shop for projects, from concept
to completion, and even perpetual maintenance. He has
experience working in several diverse and durable materials,
including bronze, stainless steel, cupronickel and fiberglass. He
is also well-versed in the logistics of complete site development
and maintains a great working relationship with several local
engineers, designers, and other subcontractors.

Clint Howard
President/Owner
Deep in the Hearth Art Foundry
405 S. Jackson Street
Bastrop, TX 78602
512/321-7868
clint@deepintheheart.net
www.deepintheheart.net

Deep in the Heart foundry completed a full restoration of the Pioneers of 1889
monument by Leonard McMurry, funded by the grandchildren of the original
donors, BD and Pauline Eddie.
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Clint Howard

Deep in the Heart foundry completed a full restoration of the Pioneers of 1889 monument by
Leonard McMurry, funded by the grandchildren of the original donors, BD and Pauline Eddie.

The project required heavy equipment for a careful installation
in Kerr-Couch Park in downtown Oklahoma City.
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Clint Howard

Installation by Deep in the Hearth Foundry of one of the Centennial Land
Run Monument sculptures by artist Paul Moore.

Deep in the Hearth Foundry is the foundry used by artist Paul Moore
for the remaining Centennial Land Run Monument sculptures.
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Randy Marks
I have been the principal of Groundwork Applied Design.
www.groundworkapplieddesign.com. My approach has been handson in every phase of design and installation. I have a team of crafts
and trades professionals that I collaborate with on an ongoing basis.
Skills include masonry, concrete pouring and finishing, electrical
trouble-shooting, plumbing, lighting design, irrigation design,
welding.
Prior to founding Groundwork I was a sculptor working in welded
steel and mixed media. I have often installed my own work as well as
that of other artists. I am experienced both in fabrication and in
coordinating a team to successfully complete projects.

Randy Marks
736 NE 18th Street
Oklahoma City, OK 73105
405/206-2883
randylmarks@gmail.com
www.groundworkapplieddesign.com

Co-installation involving excavation, basin, set stone with grout, plumbing, electricity, granite
base and installation.
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Randy Marks

Animal Curieux, 1: one of a series of welded steel sculptures at the OKC Zoo.
I constructed the sculptures and designed and directed the installation:
pouring concrete piers with bolts.

Juggler: welded steel and stained glass. I welded the sculpture in
sections that would literally hang together so that there would be some
flexibility in movement. Installed in the atrium of Sabolich, on a scissorlift. Two other artists assisted and I installed a rotating motor and
housing.
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Randy Marks

Skylight: this piece was installed several times because the overhead skylight was
destroyed by hail. I welded and installed steel frames that were secured to walls.
Individual sculptural panels were maneuvered into place (avoiding live low-voltage lines)
and held in place by gravity.

"Art!" She Said: stainless steel mural installed in the lobby above the box office of the performing arts center at Northern
Oklahoma College. I welded the brackets on the back of each piece, and bolted them to the wall. Assistance from three other
artists.
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Klint Schor
My experience with architectural renderings, design, construction,
budgets, and scheduling on previous projects of this nature show
that I am a problem solver capable of executing and completing a
project of this scope in a timely manner. Projects include public art
sculptures for the City of Oklahoma City, installations in institutions
such as hospitals and museums, design/build for private residences
and restaurants. I have managed project budgets of over $100,000
and have served as both an artist and construction manager working
in concert with property owners/managers, architects, designers, site
foremen and subcontractors. I have been a self-employed
artist/builder for nine years. I design and physically build each
project myself. I have extensive experience in: Permitting,
excavation, pouring concrete footings, welding, carpentry, and
electrical. My projects often involve site delivery, raising and
installing work fabricated off-site to the premises all while
maintaining safety and an orderly and clean job site.

Klint Schor
1513 NW 17th Street
Oklahoma City, OK 73106
405/922-0229
klintschor@gmail.com

Design, fabrication, and installation of staircase, steel plate treads and curtain
wall.
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Klint Schor

Design, fabrication, and installation of 40’ long acrylic and aluminum illuminated fence.

Fabrication and installation of shade structure designed by Fitsimmons Architects.
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CURATORIAL AND ART SELECTION SERVICES
The Curatorial and Art Selection Services category
includes artists and art professionals who are qualified to
conduct public art research, develop scope of work for
public art projects, plan and coordinate art selection,
assist with contracting artists, provide project
management and oversight, and ensure compliance with
best practices for public art management.
• Erinn Gavaghan
• Kelsey Karper
• Sunni Mercer
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Erinn Gavaghan
I began my career in the visual arts as a graduate student in Art
History at Webster University in St. Louis. In addition to amassing
knowledge of art throughout modern history (sixteenth century to
contemporary), the program instilled in me the importance of
excellent research practices and writing skills, particularly as they
relate to visual arts. Appropriate language and industry terminology
must be used when expressing visual art concepts through the
written word. My studies, research experience, and writing have
served me well in my career in the arts and I know they would be put
to good use on any public art team.

Erinn Gavaghan
904 Classen Boulevard
Norman, OK 73071
405/620-3003
erinn@normanarts.org

The most recent is an exhibit I curated at MAINSITE titled Curiosities. With
this exhibit I was able to explore the theme of curiosity cabinets that were
popular among wealthy Europeans of the 17th and 18th centuries. For this
exhibit, I gathered my own curiosities through the work of two talented
Oklahoma contemporary artists: AK Westerman and Bombs Away Art.
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Erinn Gavaghan

Finally, you will see my work on Cultural Connections: Norman in Arezzo. For this exhibit, I
worked with three Norman artists in Arezzo, Italy in a mini residency to create and install
work in a gallery in Italy. This endeavor, more than any other, speaks to my abilities as a
team leader, community representative, and inventive creative.

The second example is from my work with the estate of the late O. Gail Poole.
For this exhibit at the Myriad Botanical Gardens, I combed through hundreds
of images of Poole's work to create Flora and Felines, a collection of the more
whimsical images produced by the legendary Oklahoma artist.
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Kelsey Karper
In April 2015, I left my position at OVAC to make space for the
pursuit of my own creative practice, which for me is not only artmaking, but also contributing to the work of other artists through
curatorial practice and project management. I believe that the
success of one artist is a success for all artists, particularly when
it comes to work in the public realm, and the role of the curator or
project manager can be critical to that success. As an example of
my commitment to this work, in early 2016 my collaborator romy
owens and I founded Current Studio, an experimental art space
dedicated to supporting artists in creating ambitious new work and
pursuing creative solutions to challenges that exist within our
community. Current Studio provides a space and umbrella for us
to experiment with new models for presenting art, supporting
artists, and engaging the public with contemporary art.

Kelsey Karper
3033 N. Tulsa Drive
Oklahoma City, OK 73107
405/642-1920
kelsey@kelseykarper.com
www.kelseykarper.com
www.currentstudio.org

Erin Shaw: The Stream of Stories
Project created by Current Studio Artist-in-Residence Erin Shaw. Imagery based on kids’
drawings, hand-painted large scale by the artist to create a life-size pop-up story book
environment. Co-curated with romy owens.
www.currentstudio.org/erin-shaw/
2016 Current Studio, OKC $3,000
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Kelsey Karper

ArtNow Annual fundraising exhibition for Oklahoma Contemporary.
Featured 24 Oklahoma artists.
Record art sales. Co-curated with Julia Kirt.
Image: Projections by Kyle van Osdol, LED artworks by RC Morrison.
www.kelseykarper.com/curatorial/#/art-now/
2016 Oklahoma
Contemporary Art
Center, OKC
$6,000
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Kelsey Karper

Please Touch the Art Exhibition of art that engages all
seasons, with particular focus on accessibility for visitors who
are blind or visually impaired. Featured 12 Oklahoma artists,
including two who are blind. Artwork in a range of media such
as sound, scent, sculpture, and installation.
Image: Sound
Tower by Mark Wittig.
www.kelseykarper.com/curatorial/#/pleasetouch-the-art/
2016 Tulsa Community
College Center for
Creativity, Tulsa
$4,000

Please Touch the Art Exhibition of art that engages all seasons, with particular focus on accessibility for
visitors who are blind or visually impaired. Featured 12 Oklahoma artists, including two who are blind.
Artwork in a wide range of media including sound, scent, sculpture, and installation. Image: Touch
sculptures by Katie Pendley, Touch and sound piece by Pete Froslie, Scent works by Cathleen Faubert.
www.kelseykarper.com/curatorial/#/pleasetouch-the-art/
2016 Tulsa Community
College Center for
Creativity, Tulsa
$4,000
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Kelsey Karper

Nicole Emmons-Willis: Domesticity, OK
Inaugural exhibition at Current Studio by Artist-in-Residence Nicole Emmons-Willis. Featured stop-motion animation video, handmade sets, puppets,
props, and interactive installation. Co-curated with romy owens. Image: Stop-motion animations projected on gallery wall.
www.currentstudio.org/nicole-emmons-willis/
2016 Current Studio, OKC $3,000
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Sunni Mercer
I am an assemblage sculptor. I have been putting materials together
for many years. My assemblage process extends beyond my
personal studio, as I have also developed a business where I
assemble teams of artists and fabricators to work with me in
developing public installations and exhibits. Whether created
independently by me or through the development of a team
approach, I desire to create art that utilizes and unites groups within
communities. I believe art can signify communities in a positive way,
while at the same time serve to educate and challenge individuals
concerning widespread issues of social justice, personal and
corporate responsibility.
The most important thing I do as a designer and artist of public art is
to listen. The significance of observation, front-end research and
ongoing dialogue between owner and artist/team cannot be
overstated. If the final product is not consistent with the desires of
the owner (whether individual, committee or constituency) then the
design, however ingenious, is a failure. Maintaining good
communications in all areas at all times is critical. Good public art
need not be expensive. Art that inspires and impresses is often the
most simple and direct. Public Art design is an innovative act, but
inspiration should be an open-ended process. Creativity is at its best
when the art inspires and generates ideas that extend beyond the
initial exposure to the installation.

Sunni Mercer
MercerAinc@aol.com
C: 405/863-3488
O: 405/789-2729
www.MercerAssociates.net

Chickasaw Capitol Museum Exhibit
Design, project management-coordinated with Troy Rhode Architects and Exhibit Concept
Fabricators.
Use of multiple materials to create all the exhibits for the history of the Chickasaw
Government on the main floor of the historic Chickasaw Capitol Building
Approx. 1800 sf
2003
Tishomingo, OK
$90,000 turnkey
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Sunni Mercer

The Living Room
Found object furniture sculpture. 20’w X 8’d 2003-2004
Wichita Art Museum in Wichita, KS
$15,000-20,000 with programming

Metals/Medals
Found object assemblages installation. 40’w X 7’h 250 objects
1994
Fred Jones Jr. Museum of Art in Norman, OK
$7,000
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Sunni Mercer

Lament
Found object sculpture and poetry. Human scale installation: 35’L 2016
First Church in Bethany, OK and throughout the Oklahoma City area.
$15,000

Measure of my strength.
Curatorial, project management, sculpture, and narrative. Research conducted in
Swaziland, Africa.
Sculpture and photo installation. Photos: Bridget and Eric Pipkin
Installation: 50’ X 30’ traveling exhibition. 2010
IAO Gallery in Oklahoma City and other locations.
$15,000 with in kind support.
Published Book/Grant $30,000.
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MURALS
The murals category includes artists who can create, plan and
implement large-scale interior and exterior murals. Murals are
defined as visual depictions and/or works of art applied, painted,
implanted or placed directly onto a wall. Exterior murals shall not be
considered Signs under the Oklahoma City Municipal Code. Code
requires that all exterior murals, whether painted on public or private
property, must receive Arts Commission review and a permit. Those
in Design Review Districts must also be reviewed by the appropriate
design review commission. Access applications, instructions, and
maps for Mural review and permitting here.

• Nick Bayer
• Romy Owens
• Bob Palmer
• Chris Presley
• Amanda Zoey Weathers
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Nick Bayer
As a professional artist I have over ten years of mural experience
and have painted over 100 murals. My goal is always to transform
your space to create transformative experiences for the public. I
work with a wide variety of clients and understand that the process is
a collaborative effort. I treat every project large or small with a keen
sense of detail and strive for only the best results. I understand that
every project is site specific and design my projects to be engaging
and appealing to a wide public audience. I use only 100% acrylic
paints for my projects and can add 3D elements to further engage
the space when desired. I have never run over budget and always
meet my deadlines. I am excited about the potential of creating new
works with new clients.

Nick Bayer
405/210-7971
nick.bayer7@gmail.com

Mountain View –Acrylic on Wall with 3D overlay – 8’x50’- $4,0002015
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Nick Bayer

Oily- Acrylic on Wall 8’x’30’- -$3,000-2016

Princess Party- Acrylic on Wall- 8’x20’- $2,000- 2015

MAPS3 Wellness Center No. 1 Pool Mural 16’H X 51’W 3-D Mural

$19,000-2017
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Nick Bayer

Wilderness on Western- Acrylic on wall with 3D overlay—9’x20’ $3,000 – 2015
This image cannot currently be display ed.

Putnam City Schools Timeline-acrylic on wall- 8’x25’-2016 -$7,000

Redlands- Acrylic on Wall – 8’x30’- $4,000- 2014
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romy owens
romy owens is an artist and curator living in Oklahoma City. She
makes site-specific mural installations, as well as smaller objects, in
reaction to place, community, and transformation. Her artistic
practices are presently centered around community art designed to
cause social change, using art as a method to work within specific
issues. owens began her practice as an artist in 2006, and quickly
entrenched herself in the artist community of Oklahoma. She was
selected as the first Emerging Curator for Momentum OKC(2009),
the first Emerging Artist of the Year by the Paseo Art
Association (2010), and the first Artist in Residence (2012) at
the Skirvin Hotel in downtown Oklahoma City. She has exhibited
extensively with solo exhibitions and in group exhibitions. She is
currently the curator in residence for Downtown OKC Initiative's
annual Artist Invitational.
owens' art is part of private, public, corporate, and museum
collections. She holds an MA in Photography and a BA in Media
Studies.

romy owens
2616 W. Eubanks Street
Oklahoma City, OK 73112
405/990-2448
romyfredrica@hotmail.com
romyowens.com
currentstudio.org

In 2015-16, owens completed The Unbearable Absence of Landscapes, a communitybuilding site-specific installation at 108|Contemporary in Tulsa, which involved
collaboration with 350+ knitters and seamers.
Site specific installation: hand‐knitted acrylic yarn, PVC pipe, metal hooks
432” x 1080” 2015 108 Contemporary, Tulsa
$20,750
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romy owens

An Imagined Otherhood
Site specific installation: hand‐knitted wool yarn, wood, metal
120” x 120” x 120” 2014 [Artspace] at Untitled, OKC
$25,000

The Golden Hour Site specific installation: string, wood, metal hooks, paint
36” x 1500” 2016 The Underground, OKC
$10,000
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romy owens

Neo
archival inkjet photographs
51” x 101” 2012
$20,000

A Bright Golden Haze on the Meadow
Site specific installation: archival inkjet photographs
67” x 144” 2013 La Esquina, Kansas City, MO
$35,000
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romy owens

Down in the Basement We Hear the Sound of Machines
Site specific installation: archival inkjet photographs
48” x 648” 2010 The Lightwell, OU, Norman
$500
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Bob Palmer
I am interested in continuing to do mural work for Oklahoma City.
Having completed many already, it would be a pleasure to continue!
Watching OKC grow and embrace the arts is a dream come true.
Like OKC, Palmer Studios Inc. started from humble beginnings.
Now, with over 25 years of experience, we have grown and matured
into one of the feature mural companies in the world. We have
completed some of Oklahoma City’s most iconic images and look
forward to continuing our quality of work while embracing our growth
together.

Bob Palmer
Palmer Studios, Inc
3611 N . Wilburn Ave.
Bethany, OK 73008
405-206-2438
palmerstudiosinc@gmail.com

Oklahoma Nature Conservancy Acrylic on Sheetrock 30’ x 8’ 2015 OKC, OK
$10,000
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Bob Palmer

Early Oilfield Days Acrylic on Plaster 30’ x 20’ 2016 Davenport, OK $5,000

Mural on Western Acrylic on Concrete 20’ x 12’ 2016 OKC, OK $5,000
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Bob Palmer

A Salute to Veterans Acrylic on Brick 150’ x 60’ 2016 Ardmore, OK $18,000

Celebrate Oklahoma Acrylic on Concrete 120” x 80” 2007 OKC, OK $25,000
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Bob Palmer

Oklahoma Nature Conservancy Acrylic on Sheetrock 30’ x 8’ 2015 OKC, OK
$10,000

Oklahoma Homestead Acrylic on Sheetrock 10’ x 10’ 2016 OKC, OK
$3,000
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Chris Presley
I painted my first mural 20 years ago. I have been doing full-time
freelance art professionally since completing my BFA in painting in 2007.
My main form of commission comes in the form of murals, but I also do
contemporary studio work, drawing and illustration, woodworking,
sculpture, carving, graphic design, sign-work, and generally anything
artistic. Murals captivate me because it gives the world a brief,
unexpected artistic interaction. I love the idea of injecting some whimsy
and magic into something as simple as a drive to the grocery store or a
walk around the block. Plus it gives the public a jumping-off point to
create a memory. I have completed more murals than I can count in my
career (at least 100), by myself and with teams of artists. I have worked
very large scale, all over the state, working in at least a dozen cities just
in the last year.
I do my best on each project and apply a strong working knowledge of
material and mediums, including paint grades and colorfastness. Eighty
percent of my commissioned work comes from repeat customers, which
is why I strive to make clients happy. I’m always looking forward to
making something beautiful for the public.

Chris Presley
405/410-4023
www.okcmurals.com
okcmurals@yahoo.com

St. George Slaying the Dragon, 3’ x 5’, Located in
the skylight shaft inside the 800 W Sheridan
Building on Film Row, $900
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Chris Presley

Rain Forest Frogs, located in Moore, OK, 10’ diameter, $2,200, This was a domed ceiling
painted with a rain forest motif depicting frogs and flowers.

Medieval Landscape, located in Jacksonville, TX, 8’ x 6’, $1,650, These were
painted on antique English Oak panels.
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Chris Presley

Deco Atlas
Exterior Acrylic over Metal 15’ x 16’ 2015 Oklahoma City, Film Row
$1,250

Bradford Ink Movie Poster
Exterior Acrylic over Cinder Block 10’ x 7’ 2010 Nichol’s Hills, OK
$3,800
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Chris Presley

Bradford Ink Lady Liberty Mural
Exterior Acrylic over Cinder Block 10’ x 16’ 2010 Nichol’s Hills OKC
$3,800

Milk Bottle Buffalo Goddess
Exterior Acrylic over Wood Panel 9’ x 13’ 2011 Milk Bottle Building, OKC, OK
$1,600
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Amanda Zoey Weathers
As a lifelong resident and full time artist residing in Oklahoma City I am
extremely passionate about creating a unique creative footprint in our urban
core. I am interested in expanding my public presence in Oklahoma City
through large scale projects. Some of my experience includes 2-dimensional
media such as painting and drawing, illustration as well as large scale
installations and sculpture. For the past decade, I have also been steadily
building a portfolio of art projects outside of a traditional gallery setting. My
latest projects include murals in the Plaza District, Western Avenue, the
Wheeler District and one in McKinley Park which is permitted and ready to
start March 1st, 2017. In addition, I am currently working on an outdoor light
box installation to be installed in Bricktown early 2017, as well as a recycled
mixed media facade for a building in Paseo. I work well collaboratively with
other artists as well as individually to produce quality work on time and within
budget. My experience includes successful commissions with community
agencies such as Strong Neighborhood Initiative, Classen Ten Penn
Neighborhood Association, Western Avenue Association and the Plaza District
Association as well as corporate entities such as the Fowler Auto Group. In
the past year I have grown familiar with many City of Oklahoma City policies
and processes related to permitting structures and murals. I look forward to
being a part of our city’s growth in a creative capacity and hope you will
consider me for future projects.

Amanda Zoey Weathers (formerly Bradway)
1709 NW 16th St. OKC, OK 73106
byamandabradway@gmail.com
405.371.2460

"Metamorphic Blossom“ Exterior latex. This was a
collaborative mural with 1 other local artist where we
each designed and painted 1/2 of the project. (18' X 8 ')
2015 Oklahoma City, Oklahoma $1,400
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Amanda Zoey Weathers

"Oklahoma Aiukli“ Exterior latex. This was a collaborative mural with 2 other local artists where we each designed and painted 1/3 of the project. (24' X 120') 2014
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma $10,000

Wheeler Windwall Spectrum exterior marine grade latex.
This piece was a collaborative mural with another local
artist where we both designed and executed half of the
project. In addition, I was in charge of keeping the budget
and paying expenses. (20' X 80') 2016 Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma $10,000
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2-Dimensional Work
The 2-dimensional category includes artists who create
paintings in either water or oil based media, are print
makers, graphic designers, and illustrators.
• Stu Chait
• David Holland
• Mary Ketch
• Cindy Mason
• Steve Whitfield
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Stu Chait
My approach is non-traditional. Using canvas as a substrate impacts
the final piece. Through my varying applications and palette, I create
movement and thought progression. The canvas then takes over
where I stop. As the media dries, a journey independent of my
expression occurs. Non representational images evolve resulting in
celebrations of color and the exploration of surface and texture. As
the artwork looks back at the viewer, a conversation is begun and a
relationship started, allowing one to mentally perceive what they
cannot see with their eyes. My nontraditional watercolor techniques
as my vehicle result in compositions, pigmentation, spontaneity, and
presentation not typically seen in watercolors or achievable in other
paint media. The final imagery is also a result of a painstaking
approach to look at the work throughout its creation in a
monochromatic view. I am a firm believer that artwork is successful
because of the contrast and interplay of shapes and space, and that
color is the result that sells it. The resultant imagery is versatile,
flexible and confident, which makes my artwork transitional and
appreciated across generations. This approach has resulted in
regional and national awards and publications.
Utilizing current technology, my imagery can be transferred onto
other substrates (glass, metals, etc.) that can then be transformed
into 3 dimensional pieces that can be placed outside or in other
venues that are not limited to just 2 dimensional wall art.

Chait Fine Art
21 Slate Drive North Chili, New York 14514
585 747-8746 schait@chaitstudios.com
www.chaitfineart.com
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Stu Chait

A Manipulation In Red Watercolor on Canvas 48” x 48” (Triptych) 2011 $10,000

Fusione Watercolor on Canvas 36” x 36” (Triptych) 2011 $5,000
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Stu Chait

Ferro Verde Watercolor on Canvas 48” x 48” (Triptych) 2011 $7,500

Breccia Watercolor on Canvas 36” x 36” (Triptych) 2011 $5,000
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Stu Chait

Trichomes Watercolor 28” x 36” (Multi-panel) 2010 $2,500
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David Holland
I have been creating art inspired by our dynamic skies for more
than 20 years and have an archive of thousands of
photographs of cloud formations. These are my raw materials.
I chose the most dramatic shots to paint images that recreate
the impression each storm had on me. I think of my
cloudscapes as portraits and paint each storm as an individual
with its own character.
Landscapes play an increasingly
important role in my images as a vehicle for adding a context
for storm size and location to my cloudscapes.
I am a full time artist who paints daily with a deep commitment
to my artistic vision. My works are done in oil on canvas or
panel because of the archival benefits of the medium. It is the
medium I enjoy using the most because of the ability it gives
me to mix colors exactly as I remember seeing them in nature
and it allows me the time I need to blend and layer color as I
work. I enjoy sharing my love of clouds to communicate the
intimate connection each of us has with the cycle of life that
storms complete.

David Holland
2633 W. Park Place
Oklahoma City, OK 73107
405/923-1577
hollandhill1@cox.net
www.davidhollandartist.com

The Cloud of Characters Oil/canvas 48” x 36” 2016 Private commission
$4,000
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David Holland

September on the Cimarron Oil/panel
$800

9” x 12” 2015 Private collection, OKC

Summer Solstice at Post Oak Lake Oil/panel 10” x 8” 2016 Private collection, Edmond
$1,200
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David Holland

Silent Storm Oil/panel 9” x 12” 2016 Acosta Strong, Santa Fe
$800

Day of Anvils Oil/canvas 24” x 36” 2012 Acosta Strong, OKC
$2,800
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David Holland

The Cloud of Characters Oil/canvas 48” x 36” 2016 Private commission
$4,200
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Mary Ketch
I am a painter and multi-media artist, living in Norman, Oklahoma.
I mix figurative with abstract, and am excited to translate to a
larger format. I am interested in the emotions of awe and wonder.
I am heavily influenced by evolutionary psychology, and while my
artwork is about particular things that have happened to me, I am
also looking for images that have a universal appeal. The
characters in the paintings are rarely portraiture—rather, it’s
about an experience of being human. I want the viewer to be able
to enter into the painting fully, and have it call upon their vast
wellspring of memories and emotions, which is why the images
are often ambiguous and the figures missing faces.

Mary Ketch
1300 60th Ave NE
Norman OK 73026
(405) 496-1469
maryjamesketch.com
info@maryjamesketch.com

Pieced Together Oil on Canvas 24” X 18” 2016
$840
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Mary Ketch

Yesterday You Were Here 30” X 24” 2015 Norman, OK $900

Dig Deep Oil on Canvas 20” x 16” 2016 $720
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Mary Ketch

Winter Wheat 11” X 14” 2016 Norman, OK $500

Looks Like Rain 24” X 24” 2014 Norman, OK $725
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Mary Ketch

Dreaming of Caramels Oil on Canvas 18Ó x 24Ó 2015 $840
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Cindy Mason
I am intrigued with the process of different formats and materials on which to
paint. Being a part of the Pre‐Qualified Artist Pool offers that chance to have a
fresh perspective on composing and problem solving in my art process. I love
seeing art throughout our city and would be honored and excited to be a part of
such a group.
As a self‐taught artist, I have been involved in the art community for over twenty
years. My work has been included in festivals, galleries, fundraisers, and
private collections, and at times I can be seen doing a painting demonstration in
a downtown location during the noon hour. I have also taught painting for the
past ten years as well as judging a number of shows in our state.

Cindy Mason
2125 Northwest 17th Street
Oklahoma City, OK 73107
cmason101@att.net
405.210.6612

Winterʼs Serenity
Acrylic on Masonite 48x15 2014 Private Collection Portland, OR
$600
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Cindy Mason

In the Cool Acrylic on Masonite 20x16x2 2013 Private Collection Oklahoma City
$400

Down by the River
Acrylic on Masonite 48x15.5
2013 Private Collection
Oklahoma City
$600

Shades of Shade
Acrylic on Masonite 48x12
2013 Private Collection
Oklahoma City
$600
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Cindy Mason

Morning Mist
Acrylic on Canvas 30x20x2 2014 Private Collection Oklahoma City
$600
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Steve Whitfield
I have spent my entire life immersed in the world of art in one way or
another, most of this as an art educator. I became an art educator
primarily because of a couple of influential mentors/teachers who
created my love of the arts while I was a young man, searching for
an identity. They were such an important part of my life that I
wanted to try and give those same kinds of gifts to another
generation of young people. Hopefully, I am succeeding.
In addition to Art Education, I have always strived at the same time
be a “working artist.” Many times the challenges of teaching and
parenting have kept me from producing either the volume of work I’d
like to produce, or the type or scale of work I feel strongly about.
Now that my children are grown and educated, my family obligations
are fewer. In addition to that, my professional teaching program is at
a comfortable level, which has provided me more time for my
artwork. With that newfound time, I have recently begun developing
artwork which shows my love for my home town and state, including
the dynamic changes that are taking place here. My paintings are
designed to creatively celebrate the historic past, the dynamic
present, and the exciting future of our unique community with those
of us lucky enough to live or visit Oklahoma City.

Steve Whitfield
8336 NW 105th Street
Oklahoma City, OK 73162
405/514-5567
stevewhitfieldart@gmail.com

Bricktown Canal 30” X 40” Acrylic on Canvas 2012 Oklahoma City
$3,600
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Steve Whitfield

Hot Springs Nat’l Park 30” X 54” Acrylic on Canvas
2014 Ozark Cultural Center, AR
Private

Turner Falls 60” X 60” Acrylic on Canvas 2014 Kasum Contemporary Art Gallery in Oklahoma City
$4,200
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Steve Whitfield

Paseo Moonlight 30” X 40” Acrylic on Canvas 2012
Private Collection, Florida
$3,000

Autumn Orange 30” X 48” Acrylic on Canvas 2013
Kasum Contemporary Art Gallery in Oklahoma City
$4,200
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3-Dimensional Work
The 3-dimensional category includes artists who create
sculpture, wall relief, glass and other 3-dimensional
artworks.
•

Art Form

•

Paul Bagley

•

Rick and Tracey Bewley

•

Jim Galluci

•

Clint Howard

•

Jonathon Hils

•

Todd Jenkins

•

Beatrice Mayorca

•

Don Narcomey

•

Joel Randell

•

Collin Rosebrook

•

Shahla Reynolds

•

Klint Schor

•

Amanda Zoey Weathers

•

Carl Wright
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Art Form
Artform is an architectural fabrication company with our roots in
architectural manufacturing going back over twenty years. We are in
unison with the City that an investment in the arts is crucial and
beneficial on many levels. Not only is it proven to benefit the
community economically, but it also, perhaps more importantly,
cultivates a sense of place for the community, provides a feeling of
welcoming for visitors, and creates a reflection of the unique life and
spirit of the people within the city.
While art and architecture have always gone hand in hand, we are
living in an age where visual art is increasingly architectural. It
should notably celebrated here, where the community of artists and
architects is so vital to the city’s growth. The Artform team is well
suited for Oklahoma City’s future art projects as we have been
serving the local design and construction community for over ten
years, working with notable architectural firms such as Miles
Associates, Elliott + Associates, TAP Architecture, Frankfurt Short
Bruza, Rees Associates and more. Our CNC based technology can
provide products to the most exacting tolerances while being
capable of significant volume. Our capabilities allow fabrication from
a variety of materials including aluminum, aluminum composites,
steel, stainless steel, glass, plastics, fiberglass, wood, as well as
custom resins. Our range of products share a single and important
characteristic: they create strong visual impact for the environments
in which they are installed.

Art Form
1721 West Main Street
Oklahoma City, OK 73106
405/232-2256
/art-form.com

Uptown Candy Lollipop Polycarbonate, Aluminum, 60” X 10’ 2013
5840 N Classen Blvd, Oklahoma City
$10,500
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Art Form
Project:
Bicentennial Park Wind
Sculptures
Budget: $23,000 each
Designer: Rand Elliott
Artform Credits:
Design development, research
& development, engineering,
technical specifications,
fabrication
Artform Team Roles:
Josh Livingston: Estimating,
engineering, design
development
Project Composition:
Structure: 30’ triangular
polished stainless steel tower,
$15,000
Spinner Fin: Stainless steel
blades with dichroic film on
bearing assembly
$2,000 each
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Art Form
Project:
Graphic Drapes
Budget: $15,800
Designer: Rand Elliott
Artform Credits:
Design development, engineering,
installation system details,
technical specifications,
fabrication, installation
Artform Team Roles:
Josh Livingston:
Estimating, engineering, design
development, fabrication
supervision, logistics, installation
management
Todd Graham:
Fabrication supervision,
installation supervision
Project Composition:
Graphic Drape: 12’(h) x 35’(w)
custom shaped graphic drape in
suspended ceiling installation,
$16,500*
*(5) five sets of this assembly are
displayed in the project photo
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Art Form
Project:
Daycare Entry Sculpture
Budget: $24,000
Designer: Rand Elliott
Artform Credits:
Engineering, technical
specifications, fabrication,
installation
Artform Team Roles:
Josh Livingston:
Estimating, engineering, design
development, fabrication
supervision, logistics, installation
management
Project Composition:
Steel skeleton cubes: 12’x12’x12’
cubes of 6” SQ tubing welded in
custom assembly, $19,000
Free-standing illuminated letters:
5’(h) face-lit lettering, $5,500
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Paul Bagley
I’m actively seeking commissions for temporary and permanent
public art. The images herein represent site-specific or event-specific
proposals and commissions. My relevant experience includes a
career as an Art Director, Industrial Designer, Construction Manager,
Museum Preparator, Artisan, and commissioned site-specific Artist.
Aside from teaching, my professional activity and achievement as an
artist is historically applied art and design that started in 1990 when
was hired into an art department. In 2006 I learned of and began to
seek available grants to fund my personal but public art projects.
During the summer of 2011, I reinvested a fellowship award to
advance my qualifications for permanent public art. The commission
was built in San Francisco for a site-specific event.
The materials budget exceeded $130,000 for a 23,000 pound steel
sculpture, a prime example of industrial level artwork. My role was
lead fabricator for accurately calculating the rotating truss
components into its final composition for structural integrity.
Additional collaborations to qualify for public art commissions have
included periodic partnerships with Butzer Architects and Urbanism
in OKC and Arcosanti (the Cosanti Foundation), Arizona. Earlier this
year I was a finalist for Dallas Love Field Airport Public Sculpture in
partnership with Butzer Architects. Notable influences include
working with Architect and Artist Paolo Soleri, exposure to
contemporary art while residing in Chicago, exposure to art and
architecture throughout China, exploring my direct Irish heritage in
Ireland, regularly participating at Burning Man in Nevada, and
immersion in the extremities of biology and geography of the
Western U.S. while living in Arizona and New Mexico.

Paul Bagley
718 W. Sheridan Avenue
Oklahoma City, OK 73102
405/209-5425
paulbagley@me.com
www.paulbagley.com

Looking Glass Prairie 7’ X 7’ 6” X 10’ 1” Various Materials, Oklahoma City
Midtown Renaissance Collection
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Paul Bagley

Energy FC Track Trike
Non-motorized Kinetic Art
Materials: Multi-media Dimensions: 7’ 6” X 16’ X 10’ 6”
2014 Energy FC Taft Stadium, Oklahoma City

Another view of Looking Glass Prairie
Materials: recycled wood recycled discarded steel, copper, reused tire
tread, scrap awning cloth, reused antique gas lanterns, rail station cart
wheels, bell, and analog weather gauges; acrylic paint and spar varnish,
adhesives, twelve volt LED lighting, battery, copper wiring and transformer.
Labor intensive materials extraction, metal extraction, all from various
waste sources.
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Paul Bagley

Title: the Flaming Lotus Girls: Tympani 2011
Materials: metal, liquid methanol, liquid propane gas, blower motors, various
electronics, paint, LED’S, LPG plumbing.
Dimensions: 35’ x 40’ x 75’
Burning Man, NV.

Title: Samhain: Into Her Dreaming 2007
Medium: Reclaimed wood, metal, rope, piano wire, linen, LED lights, 12 volt deep cycle
battery, audio components, bronze. Dimensions: Overall installation 60’ x 8’ x 15’
Burning Man, Nevada.

Title: Symbiosis 2010
Materials: wood, steel,
incandescent lights,
fasteners,
fabric.
Dimensions: 9’ X 11’ X
Site-specific
installation was
made possible as a
recipient of the
Thanatopolis
Prize for Land Art
Installation at I-Park,
CT.
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Paul Bagley

Title: Solar Eclipse 2009
In essence the work is a tool to assist meditation practice.
Materials: recycled wood, steel, bronze, brass chau gong, plexiglass, vinyl, mallets, concrete, amplification electronics, 12 volt LED lights, deep cycle battery, candles, fasteners.
Dimensions: 0-54” x 23’-0 x 8’-0
Installation Art: the All Souls Procession, Tucson AZ.
On display: SLIVR, OKC.
$20,000
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Rick and Tracey Bewley
We are both drawn to mixing materials that highly contrast
each other, like glass and concrete, or acrylic and rusted
steel. This dichotomy of materials leads you to examine each
more closely - the natural blend of colors in rust, the
complexity of reflections off a polished surface and the strong
contrast of organic next to industrial.
In particular we love to include an element of transparency so
that lighting, natural or otherwise, also becomes an important
part of the sculpture. The transparency also adds depth as the
layers of construction are revealed and the landscape on the
other side becomes a part of the design.
Add to this many years of experience in mixed media and you
will find that we can design art that fits the specific location
and context rather than trying to make one style of art fit all
projects. We love a challenge and feel we can design a
sculpture that will be a perfect fit.

RICK & TRACEY BEWLEY
1218 N. Western
Oklahoma City, OK 73106
405/209-0243
Bewley@artfusionstudio.com
www.artfusionstudio.com

Learn, Grow, Reflect (in collaboration with Dan Garrett 2013
Aluminum and dichroic glass. 10’ X 8’ X 8’ Wilson Elementary School, OKC
$15,000
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Rick and Tracey Bewley

Fused Glass and Steel Partition. 2009 6’ X 12’ X 2’
Allied Arts Offices
$10,000

Leipzig 2014
Neon acrylic and steel. 10’ X 10’ X 10’ Southern Nazarene University.
$24,000
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Rick and Tracey Bewley

Fused Glass and Acrylic 2012 8’ X 44’ X 4”
Samis Education Center in Oklahoma City
$24,000

Fused glass and acrylic 2016 10’ X 20” x 2”
MidFirst Bank Medical Clinic in Oklahoma City
$4,000
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Rick and Tracey
Bewley

In the Wind 2014 Cor-Ten steel, dichroic glass 8’ X 40” X 40”
Corner of Porter & Main in Norman, OK
$15,000
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Jim Gallucci
I enjoy creating sculpture that is related to people, places and
events. I believe a commissioned work of public art should speak to
the public at large but should also satisfy those who have
commissioned the work. I have conceptualized, fabricated and
installed public sculpture for 40 years and strive to create works that
are not only accessible to the public, but also inspire them.
My experience in public art has given me an in-depth understanding
of the process of creating, fabricating and installing art as well as the
knowledge to address long term durability, maintenance and safety
issues of the pieces. I am comfortable working with State and
Municipal regulatory agencies as well as their engineering and
architectural constraints. I have never gone over budget and have
never missed a deadline. Thank you for your consideration and I
look forward to hearing from you soon.

Jim Gallucci Sculptor, Ltd.
499 Industrial Avenue
Greensboro,NC 27406
336/370-9001
jgall63051@aol.com
www.jimgalluccisculptor.com
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Jim Galluci

Ashland Entrance 2013
Powder coated steel 18’ tall x 12’ wide x 8’ deep 2013
Greensboro, NC
$20,000

Digital Gothic Gateway 2010
Stainless Steel 12‘ tall x 2‘ wide x 5‘ deep
Greensboro, NC
$10,000
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Jim Galluci

Artist Circle Bench 2007
Powder coated steel 3’ tall x 8’ wide x 4’ deep
Rockville, MD
$5,000

Flutter Gate III 2010
Galvanized Steel 14‘ tall x 17‘ wide x 4‘ deep
Adrian, MI
$10,000
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Clint Howard
As Owner of Deep in the Heart Art foundry, Howard has the unique
ability to offer a one-stop-shop for projects, from concept to
completion, and even perpetual maintenance. He has experience
working in several diverse and durable materials, including bronze,
stainless steel, cupronickel and fiberglass. He is also well-versed in
the logistics of complete site development and maintains a great
working relationship with several local engineers, designers, and
other subcontractors.

Clint Howard
President/Owner
Deep in the Hearth Art Foundry
405 S. Jackson Street
Bastrop, TX 78602
512/321-7868
clint@deepintheheart.net
www.deepintheheart.net

Winston Churchill 2012 Bronze 30” high Houston, TX $45,000
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Clint Howard

Moose Bronze life-size 2007 Columbus, OH $65,000

Deer Family Bronze 6’H 2016 Cedar Park, TX $45,000 for three pieces in set
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Clint Howard

City Sidewalk Medallions 2011 Bronze 18” diameter
Bastrop, TX
Creation of 5 Designs: $7,500 Each Casting: $1,450

Buc-ee Beaver 2010 Bronze 5’ high 20 statues installed
throughout State of Texas
Creation $20,000 Each Casting $13,000
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Jonathon Hils
I have completed a number of public, corporate, and private
commissions over the past decade and have placed works both
domestically and internationally. Most recently I have created a
public sculpture entitled SEED for Will Rogers Park in OKC that was
initiated through this program. Most of the projects I have created
under civic or corporate commissions have ranged from $6,000 to
$66,000. These have included discreet sculpture placements in
space, suspended works, designed architectural steel, and wall
pieces. My ability to create unique works in welded steel, welded
aluminum, cast metal, or laser etched acrylics within a variety of
scales is extensive. Although the majority of my sample works
supplied for this submission are larger, individual works, I am looking
forward to designing works that explore the wall, suspensions,
utilitarian function, and multiple objects that can be displayed as one
work of art. My work is very much abstract and not necessarily
always relating to “recognizable” objects that the public is familiar
with. I believe abstraction taps into a universal language of
exploration and comprehension. Abstraction opens up dialogue and
consideration in ways that representational artwork cannot
communicate.

Jonathan W. Hils
2604 Halifax Way
Norman, OK 73069
405/ 219-1955
jwhils@me.com
Flamenco 2015
Welded and powder coated steel
12.5 feet x 14.5 feet x 10 feet
Oklahoma City, OK (Paseo Arts District)
$30,000
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Jonathon Hils

‘59 Corvette
Welded and powder coated aluminum
12 feet x 5 feet x 4 feet
2014
Vinita, OK (Will Rogers Service Plaza I-44)
$22,500

SEED
Welded and powder coated steel
9 ft. x 3.5 ft. x 3 ft.
2016
Will Rogers Park, City of Oklahoma City, OK
$20,000
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Jonathon Hils

Right-Turn
Welded and painted steel
216’ x 72’ x 60’
2005
Collection of Chattanooga State Community College, Chattanooga, TN
$15,000

Vinculum
Welded and powder coated steel
97’ x 116’ x 64’
2009
Collection of the Wichita Falls Museum of Art, Wichita Falls, TX
$12,000
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Jonathon Hils

Ebb & Flow 2012 Laser cut and painted steel 2 structures 25 feet x 25 feet x 16 feet, 32 column elements 10‘ x 18’ x 18’
Hilton Bay Front, San Diego, CA
$66,000
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Todd Jenkins
My career as a foundry man began in Berkeley, California. From
1991 to 2000, I worked on casting small to monumental scale
sculptures for artists such as Ruth Asawa, Richard MacDonald, and
Peter Volkus. In October 2000 we moved our family to Oklahoma
and since then I have been casting metal at The Crucible foundry in
Norman. I chose to work in this industry because, as a sculptor, it
has given me the best opportunity to learn and master metal working
skills. I count myself extremely blessed to have acquired the
necessary metal working skills and knowledge that I now possess.
But I did not engage in foundry work simply for a paycheck. For the
past 25 years, I have been fortunate to be permitted by my
employers to make use of their facilities after hours to work on my
own sculptures. Because of this, I have been able to build an
extensive portfolio. I truly enjoy using the skills I’ve developed over
the years to create art for myself and others.
Along with the physical skills, I’ve also gained practical knowledge
about producing large-scale public artwork. Three of the most
important requirements to consider when contemplating a public art
installation are safety, engineering for installation, and
maintainability. These issues are best dealt with when incorporated
into the design of a work from the very beginning. The importance of
these requirements is always in the forefront of my thinking while
designing any publicly accessible artwork.

Todd Jenkins
301 Thornebrook Drive
Norman, OK 73069
405/230-0887
tandr7@cox.net
Toddjenkinsart.com

’Delicate Balance’ 2011 stainless steel, bronze 4.5’h ($16,000)
Location: The Crucible Foundry Garden, Norman
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Todd Jenkins

‘Lightning Source’ 2009 stainless steel 20”h (kinetic) ($2200)
Location: Robinson’s Repurposed, Norman

‘Time Bender’ 2016 stainless steel 38”h (kinetic) ($3000)
Location: Artist’s possession
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Todd Jenkins

’Dark Star’ 2013 stainless steel 9”h (kinetic) ($3000) Location: Artist’s possession
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Beatriz Mayorca
This past four years I have gained valuable experience in public and
monumental artwork having my art studio and practicing next to the
renowned Oklahoma public artist David Phelps. My interior design
background gives me the experience to deal with codes,
construction processes, accessibility, and also the ability to listen
and understand the different needs of the community involved,
always taking care of their health, safety, and wellbeing. My
knowledge of AutoCAD and 3-D rendering computer programs
provides me the opportunity to work with the same software that
most architects, engineers, and designers use to produce their
construction and working drawing documents. Speaking the same
language facilitates the coordination and collaboration between the
diverse ranges of stakeholders.
Finally, I have the fortune
throughout my training and professional development as an artist,
designer and maker to have obtained many awards and recognition
such as my recent, Most Outstanding Hispanic Artist 2014 Award
and the AHAS Award for the Academy of Handmade Artists &
Supporters from Los Angeles, California.

Beatriz Mayorca
5 N. Ellison Avenue
Oklahoma City, OK 73106
405/625-6796
bm@bmayorca.com
www.bmayorca.com

Free-Fall 2013
Laminated plywood, paint, metal hardware
10’-0”, 4’-0”, 4’-0”
Oklahoma Science Museum – Soundscape show, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
$19,200
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Beatriz Mayorca

Matching-Tiles 2011
Stained concrete, epoxy
9’-8” x 2’-7” x 0’-8” Exhibited at Donna Nigh Gallery at
University Central Oklahoma / Edmond, OK
$5,000

Newton’s Cradle 2011
Concrete, wood, metal, metal hardware, nylon.
3’-9" x 5’ x 1’-9"
Exhibited at Donna Nigh Gallery at University Central Oklahoma and
1219 Gallery/OKC-OK
$3,000
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Beatriz Mayorca

The Courage to Keep going 2016
Laminated plywood, stained concrete, natural fiber
10’-0”x 0’-30” x 0’-9”
Exhibited at Artspace at Untitled
$5,000
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Don Narcomey
My functional works are inspired by nature and landscape and I
consider them to be an evolution of forms. The various elements
must be shaped and carved to fit one another in a way that makes
them appear as if they have grown out of each other or have
assimilated together over a long period. Consequently, these works
do take some time to create as they are all sculptural and one of a
kind. The forms echo the powerful forces of wind, rain, erosion and
time. When I carve or cut into these materials I am looking to expose
the essence of their inner being and meld them into my experiences
as a person or a human being.
Having made sculptures and functional art for over thirty years, my
works have ranged from small jewelry pieces to large outdoor
sculptures. I have placed several works in public and private settings
both indoors and outdoors. Two notable examples of my public
works are at the Myriad Gardens in Oklahoma City, where I placed a
large sculpture consisting of a carved pecan root system now
residing at the north end of the Crystal Bridge in the Myriad Gardens
as well as a Storyteller Chair carved from section of a bois d’ arc tree
that is now in the Children’s Garden in the Myriad Gardens. Over the
years, I have had a chance to visit these works to see how they have
lived in their environment and am always looking for ways to
decrease their vulnerability and need for maintenance. Lately, I have
been researching and experimenting with resin composites together
with wood as well as using steel and concrete in my works to
increase the durability and weather resistance of my outdoor works.

Don Narcomey
601 Hollowdale
Edmond, OK 73003
405/473-1350
don@narcomey.net
www.narcomey.net

Top (AKA Roots) 2013
pecan root system, gesso and oil finish
7' H x 14'W x 10'D
Myriad Gardens, Oklahoma City
$20,000
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Don Narcomey

Portal 2014
water oak root system, sycamore, gesso and oil finish
8'H x 8 1/2'W x 2'D
Private Residence,
Oklahoma City, OK
$20,000

Ribbon 2010
steel, concrete, cedar
60"H x 60"W x 20"D
Private Residence, Edmond, OK
$6,500
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Don Narcomey

The Elders 2016
gessoed bois d' arc, charred oak and hickory, aluminum
approximately 42"H x 120"W x 84"D
Temporary installation at [Artspace] at Untitled, Oklahoma City, OK
$16,000
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Don Narcomey

Capsule 2014
steel, stainless steel, aluminum framework, concrete
59"H x 34"W x 19"D
JRB Art Gallery, Oklahoma City, OK
$8,500

Crucifix 2016
Brazilian cherry, gessoed blackjack oak, gaboon ebony, black and
white ebony, copper, recycled ivory 36"H x 19"W x 6"D 2016
Saint Anthony Hospital, Shawnee, OK
$4,500
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Joel Randell
Early on, figurative classical sculpture appeared to me as the
grandest of aspiration. I realize immense fulfillment in creating
figurative sculpture that transcends mere imitation to communicate a
higher objective. That goal being to honor the achievements of
human endeavor. This effort of representation, results in the worthy
elevation of historical events, narratives, and individuals of
prominence.
To capture the figure or portrait in the permanence of bronze, is to
inspire untold generations. Figurative sculptors must possess the
greatest of skill, creativity, and diligence given the long term impact
of public art. I believe a high quality sculpture conveys an obvious
realism, in part through the illusion of motion. This sense of
movement is employed through strategic positioning of the figure
and by directing the flow of the clothing. It is this combination that
ignites the spark of imagination, conveying a life like essence in a
memorable experience.

Joel Randell
PO Box 421
Luther, OK 73054
(405) 657-4722
randell97@aol.com
www.SculptorJoelRandell.com
Union Soldier Battle of Island Mound
Bronze Life-size 6' x 3.5' x 4'
2008 Butler, MO $35,000
This sculpture memorializes through a life-size bronze, the historic
moment of the first battle of the Civil War in 1863 where Black soldiers
were enlisted to combat a force of Confederate soldiers twice their
number. These brave and dedicated men fought valiantly and won the
day.
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Joel Randell

Fur Trader ½ life-size
Bronze 3’x9”x9”
Walker, MN $12,500
Circle of Time

Chief Hole in the Day ½ life-size
Bronze 3’x14”x8”
Walker, MN $12,500
Circle of Time
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Joel Randell

Homesteader ½ life-size
Bronze 3’x18”x14”
Walker, MN $12,500
Circle of Time

WWI Doughboy ½ life-size
Bronze 3’x12”x12”
Walker, MN $12,500
Circle of Time
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Joel Randell

Water Skier ½ life-size
Bronze 3’x 18”x18”
Walker, MN $12,500
Circle of Time
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Collin Rosebrook
As an Oklahoma Native and a professional artist/sculptor for over 30
years, I count it a privilege to have participated in the cultural growth
of Oklahoma City. Developing a reputation and forming relationships
with art organizations throughout the state, I have worked along side
architects, engineers and institutions to stay within time frames,
budgets and construction guidelines. Participating in this pool gives
me cause for great excitement, from developing concepts to creating
a lasting contemporary sculpture for generations to enjoy. Drawing
on all my experience as artist, sculptor and teacher, I welcome the
opportunity to be a part of displaying this state’s talents and fervor
for showcasing public works of art. I have been blessed to work with
a myriad of materials from different types of steel, glass, ceramic
and others, matching the media to the concept or project. Most
recent projects include the construction and installation of a 24’ wall
hung stainless steel collaboration sculpture for the Oklahoma
Supreme Court Building, a 15’ powder coated steel work for South
OKC Chamber of Commerce, and construction of two 16’, four-part
stainless steel sculptures for Oklahoma City Community College
Visual and Performing Art Center.

Collin D. Rosebrook
3017 Paseo Drive
Oklahoma City, OK 73103
405/525-3017
405/919-3117
paseopotter@cox.net
Ascending 2015
Stainless Steel 16’ X 16’ Oklahoma City Community College
$53,000
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Collin Rosebrook

Imagine 2012
Powder coated steel 9’high
Woodward, OK
$7,000

Spirit Rising 2009
Powder Coated Steel 15’ high
South Chamber of Commerce Oklahoma City, OK
$28,000
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Collin Rosebrook

Eagle 2011
Stainless Steel 28’ high
Supreme Court Building in Oklahoma City, OK
$35,000

At the Cross 2009
Patina Steel 12’ high
Moore First Baptist Community Center
$12,000
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Collin Rosebrook

Crescendo 2013
Stainless Steel 15’ X 15’
Oklahoma City Community College
$48,000
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Shahla Reynolds
In my career as an artist, I have had the honor of creating two
significant public art pieces for the State of Oklahoma. In 2000, the
State of Oklahoma honored its firefighters, with a memorial
dedicated to not only Oklahoma’s fallen firefighters, but also to all
paid or volunteer firefighters from across the state since statehood.
This opportunity led me to create a 29’ tall piece titled “Just Another
Day.” In the spring of 2003, I was awarded another project to create
a memorial titled “Going Home” in memory of the 14 victims of the I40 Bridge collapse tragedy that happened near Webbers Falls,
Oklahoma. Currently I am working with the Oklahoma National
Guard to place a memorial sculpture “Some Gave All.” This
memorial is dedicated to the fallen soldiers who served in the Iraq
and Afghanistan wars. As a result of my previous work with
architects, engineers, civil engineers, Army Corps of Engineers,
FEMA and the Oklahoma Department of Transportation on these
public art projects, I clearly understand the processes involved from
the concept and design phase all the way through to completion. I
take pleasure in incorporating the input of the stakeholders in a
process of creating an artistic manifestation of the concepts they
wish to see in the design. I work to create a piece that embodies an
aesthetic link with the architecture of any site. I am a multi-media
artist, with works in stone and various metals that include bronze. I
will work with a suitable material creating a piece co-existing
harmoniously within its environment.

Shahla Reynolds
5416 Fair Avenue #6310
North Hollywood, CA 91601
405/642-5307
contact@sonarta.com
Eternal Flame Oklahoma State Firefighters Memorial
The 9 feet tall stainless steel sculpture Eternal Flame reflects hope and it is placed
above the Wall of Valor. The wall is engraved with the names of Fallen Firefighters
from the State of Oklahoma.
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Shahla Reynolds

Just Another Day - Oklahoma State Firefighters Memorial
This memorial honors the Living and Fallen Firefighters of Oklahoma. The steel structure
holds two 9 feet tall bronze sculptures. The granite walls are engraved with the names of
15,000 firefighters, who have served their fire departments throughout the state. Shahla
worked with the oversight committee consisting of: The Oklahoma State Firefighters
Association Board of Directors, The Director of the Arts Council of Oklahoma, Betty Price,
an architectural firm, A structural engineering firm, 3 steel fabrication companies,
Landscape designers and an electrical engineering firm. The artist enlarged the sculptures
from an 18-inch model to a 9-foot tall sculpture herself and directed the casting and
installation of the work. The construction of this memorial started in September 1999, and
on June 2000 Governor Frank Keating dedicated the memorial.
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Shahla Reynolds

They Gave the Last Full Measure of Devotion
The sculpture was commissioned by the Oklahoma City Fire Department Board of
Chief Officers to design the site and create a life size bronze sculpture to honor the
firefighters of the Oklahoma City Fire Department.
Installation anticipated in 2017.
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Shahla Reynolds

Going Home I-40 Bridge Memorial
On May 26th 2002 the I-40 Bridge in Oklahoma was hit by a barge. 14 people lost their lives, including a 3-year-old child. During the project the
Artist worked with the following agencies: The City of Webbers Falls, The Oklahoma Department of Transportation, The Federal Emergency
Management Agency, Army Core of Engineers, Cherokee Nation, 2 Civil Engineering Firms, Landscape Architecture, a Steel Fabrication Company,
2 Foundries and a Construction Company. A 14 sided black granite pedestal was engraved with the names of the victims, The artist used the actual
bridge girders and reshaped them to create the broken bridge, which holds the 56” bronze sculpture connected only by its toes to the girder. This
symbolizes the moment that life ended, and eternity began. The sculpture is releasing a dove to bring hope and peace to the families. The design
also includes 5 white columns representing the 5 survivors of the tragedy. The memorial was dedicated by Governor Brad Henry and Chief Justice
Wat on the one year anniversary of the incident.
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Klint Schor
My experience with architectural renderings, design, construction,
budgets, and scheduling on previous projects of this nature show
that I am a problem solver capable of executing and completing a
project of this scope in a timely manner. Projects include public art
sculptures for the City of Oklahoma City, installations in institutions
such as hospitals and museums, design/build for private residences
and restaurants. I have managed project budgets of over $100,000
and have served as both an artist and construction manager working
in concert with property owners/managers, architects, designers, site
foremen and subcontractors. I have been a self-employed
artist/builder for nine years. Let me also add that I design and
physically build each project myself. The images show some of the
behind the scenes look at the work required for finished
product. This includes: Permitting, excavation, pouring concrete
footings, welding, carpentry, and electrical. There is also delivering,
raising and installing work fabricated off site to the premises all while
maintaining safety and an orderly and clean job site.

Klint Schor
1513 NW 17th Street
Oklahoma City, OK 73106
405/922-0229
klintschor@gmail.com

Internal Dialogue
Cedar 6’x3.5’x13“ 2016 Residential Commission
Oklahoma City,OK
$1,500
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Klint Schor

Construction of a Sunset
Neon, Fiberboard: Lighting Installation 5.5’x5.5’x5"
2016 Corporate Commission Arcade Building Oklahoma City, OK
$10,000
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Klint Schor

Origami Wall
Steel 5’x20’x10"
2016 Corporate Commission Buick Building OKC,OK
$12,000

Royal Gold
Steel, gold leaf, neon 5’x1’x3.5"
2016 Corporate Commission Buick Building Oklahoma City, OK
$1,500
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Amanda Zoey Weathers
As a lifelong resident and full time artist residing in Oklahoma City I
am extremely passionate about creating a unique creative footprint
in our urban core. I am interested in expanding my public presence
in Oklahoma City through large scale projects. Some of my
experience includes 2-d media such as painting and drawing,
illustration as well as large scale installations and sculpture.
For the past decade, I have also been steadily building a portfolio of
art projects outside of a traditional gallery setting. My latest projects
include murals in the Plaza District, Western Avenue, the Wheeler
District and one in McKinley Park which is permitted and ready to
start March 1st, 2017. In addition, I am currently working on an
outdoor light box installation to be installed in Bricktown early 2017,
as well as a recycled mixed media facade for a building in Paseo. I
work well collaboratively with other artists as well as individually to
produce quality work on time and within budget. My experience
includes successful commissions with community agencies such as
SNI, Classen Ten Penn Neighborhood Association, Western Avenue
Association and the Plaza District Association as well as corporate
entities such as the Fowler auto group. In the past year I have grown
familiar with many city policies and processes related to permitting
structures and murals.

Amanda Zoey Weathers (formerly Bradway)
1706 NW 16th Street
Oklahoma City, OK 73106
405/371-2460
byamandabradway@gmail.com

"Into the Storm“` Bison skull, brass, raw Arkansas quartz, and crystallized horns
(2.5’ X 2’ X 1.5’) 2015 Oklahoma City, OK $4,500
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Amanda Zoey Weathers

"Adventure is the Lifeline“ Hand Cut archival paper, hot glue and spraypaint on 1/4"
birch plywood panel (14' X 16' X 8") 2015
Norman, Oklahoma $5,000

"Rites of Passage“ Hand cut archival paper, chain, quartz, brass and
crystallized skulls (14’ X 12’ X 1’) 2015 Tulsa, Oklahoma $15,000
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Carl Wright
Most of the sculptures I carve are about making ephemeral, hard-toquantify subjects real and tangible. These positive subjects include:
freedom, working together towards a goal, joy, being motivated, and
perseverance. These are all subjects that most people recognize
and embody as values in their personal and professional lives.
As an sculptor who carves exterior sculpture, my work will be seen
all hours of the day and night. The work I make is a celebration of
what is noble about people and should be applauded. I deeply
believe that public artists have a responsibility, through their artwork,
to be supportive of the people that take the time to view their
artwork. In addition, the artist should be making artwork that can
grow and change with the passing of time and not become a out-offashion eyesore.
Carl L. Wright
330 Winchester Avenue
Martinsburg, WV 25401
304/263-2391
carl@swgallery.com
www.wsgallery.com

Coordinate Harmony
Indiana Limestone 64" x 18" x 18“ 2013
Rockville, MD- on Lease $16,000
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Carl Wright

Journey
Indiana Limestone 60" x 24" 18“ 2013
Charlotte, NC $15,000

Aria
Indiana Limestone 64" x 18" x 18"
Chicago, IL - on lease $16,000

2007
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Carl Wright

Eihei
Indiana Limestone 64" x 18" x 18“ 2012
Mount Dora, FL $5,000

Sound of Joy
Indiana Limestone 36" x 24" x 24“ 2015
Martinsburg, WV
$24,000
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Photography
The photography category includes artists who practice
in traditional photography methods, those who
manipulate photography, and many have their
photographs digitally printed on materials other than
papers including metals, resins, glass, and canvas.
• Narciso Arguelles
• Rick Cotter
• Romy Owens
• Jenny Woodruff
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Narciso Arguelles
I grew up in Tijuana, Mexico. This background influences my art. My
artwork can have an “outsider art” look, similar to Guillermo Gomez
Peña. Years later during college at the University of California, San
Diego, I met Rick Smolan the famous photographer from Time/Life
and this meeting led me to get into photography in a meaningful way.
My subject matter involved life along the US/Mexican border. Subject
matter I was familiar with. I soon became a member of the
international art group the Border Art Workshop. One of my first
exhibits with the workshop was the Ninth Biennale of Sydney,
Australia. Later I also exhibited with the workshop at the Fist
Johannesburg Biennale in South Africa. I now live in Oklahoma. I
served as the CFO of this collaborative group. The budget I
managed in Australia was over $10,000, funded by Lili-Wallace
Readers Digest.
As you can see I have many years’ experience working with
collaborative projects and managing large budgets. I hope to include
this international work here in Oklahoma.

Narciso Arguelles III
232 Ashley Drive
Edmond, OK 73003
405/410-5635
borderart@hotmail.com

Sophia

Metallic photo print Approx. 36 inches high X 24 inches wide 2014
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Narciso Arguelles

Angels Among Us (Installation View).
Digital Photo played on Lamar Digital Billboard. 10 feet high X 20 feet wide.
2012

Trojan Piñata (Installation View).
Tissue Paper, Paper Mache, Wood, Chicken Wire, and Casters.
Size: 8 feet high X 8 feet wide X 4 feet deep 2012
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Narciso Arguelles

Heaven Spots
Laser Graffiti. Laser light on building. Hardesty Arts Center. AHHA
Size: Dimensions Vary. Laser image Approx.20 feet high X 10 feet wide. 2012

Galería de Los Muertos.
Mural using spray paint and gesso. Size: 8 feet high X 10 feet wide. 2012.
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Rick Cotter
As a photographic artist pursuing excellence and the ability to reach
into the soul of the viewer, I creatively use age old techniques and
processes to bring out the graphic beauty of things we commonly
walk past.
My qualifications include, but are not limited to;
• Possessing the skills to create 2 dimensional imagery that captures
the interest and attention of most viewers.
• Master of Photography degree with Professional Photographers of
America, 2016.
• Silver Medalist in PPA's International Print Competition, 2016.
• Served as president of Metro Professional Photographers
Association, 2015.
• Published work in several tabletop books including PPA's “Loan
Collection” (best of the best for the year) and “Showcase Book”.
• Speaker at OVAC's “Photo Slam” in the OKC Museum of Art, 2014.
• Countless Workshops, Conventions, Classes and Seminars
throughout the country with top mentors.
• Showed in several solo exhibits and galleries with sizable sales to
healthcare facilities, non-profits and agencies.
• Showed in several “juried” art festivals. Edmond, OCCC Oklahoma
Arts Fest, Ponca City, etc.

Rick Cotter
405/623-7943
rick@exodusphotography.com
www.exodusphotography.com
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Rick Cotter

Gears 2016 Unlimited dimensions. Printable on paper, canvas,
metal, glass, etc.

Converge 2016 Unlimited dimensions. Printable on paper, canvas, metal, glass, etc.
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Rick Cotter

Early 2016 Unlimited Dimensions. Printable on paper, canvas, metal, glass, etc.

Dangle 2016 Unlimited dimensions. Printable on paper, canvas, metal, glass, etc.

Mt. Scott 1 2016 Unlimited Dimensions. Printable on paper, canvas, metal, glass,
etc.
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romy owens
romy owens is an photographer, artist and curator living in Oklahoma
City. She makes site-specific mural installations, as well as smaller
objects, in reaction to place, community, and transformation. Her
artistic and practices are presently centered around community art
designed to impact social change, using art as a method to work
within specific issues. owens began her practice as an artist in 2006,
and quickly entrenched herself in the artist community of Oklahoma.
She was selected as the first Emerging Curator for Momentum OKC
(2009), the first Emerging Artist of the Year by the Paseo Art
Association (2010), and the first Artist in Residence (2012) at
the Skirvin Hotel in downtown Oklahoma City. She has exhibited
extensively with solo exhibitions and in group exhibitions. She is
currently the curator in residence for Downtown OKC Initiative's
annual Artist Invitational.
owens' art is part of private, public, corporate, and museum
collections. She holds an MA in Photography and a BA in Media
Studies.

romy owens
2616 W. Eubanks Street
Oklahoma City, OK 73112
405/990-2448
romyfredrica@hotmail.com
www.romyowens.com
www.currentstudio.org
That’s Not Yours by romy owens and Kelsey Karper
Polyester string, metal hooks, wood (site specific installation), IAO, 2017
Photographer: romy owens
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romy owens

Artwork: An Imagined Otherhood
Artist: romy owens
Media: knitted wool, steel, wood (site specific installation)
Location: Artspace at Untitled, OKC and Hardesty Art Center
Date: March and August 2014
Photographer: romy owens
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romy owens

The Unbearable Absence of Landscapes
Knitted acrylic, plastic (site specific installation) 2015
Photographer: romy owens
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romy owens

That’s Not Yours (detail) by romy owens and Kelsey Karper
Polyester string, metal hooks, wood (site specific installation) IAO 2017
Photographer: romy owens
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Jenny Woodruff
Public Art is a hallmark of great cities. The chance to participate in
the aesthetic growth of my city would be a real privilege.
I have a substantial body of work in 2 or 3D. My primary medium is
photography both film (large format) and digital. I have been building
my archive for over 30 years. New work can be created to suit any
setting. The values change with size and printing materials. They
range from about 200.00 – 800.00 plus. The archival silver prints
start at 375.00 and the digital prints from film or digital media depend
on what they are printed on plus size starting at around 200.00. The
digital printing materials are vast, it could be could be aluminum,
plexiglas, fabrics or many different papers depending on your
purpose and or site. Work can also be backlit.

Jenny Woodruff
504 NW 32nd Street
Oklahoma City, OK 73118
405/528-9011
she_mule@swbell.net

Once a grand old flag
Digital image taken in Ponca City, OK
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Jenny Woodruff

Top of a Dome
Digital image taken in Delhi

Green shutters
Digital image taken in India
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Jenny Woodruff

Hotel Reception in Snack Bar
Digital image taken in Thrso, Scotland

Peet Cart
Digital Image taken in Dunnit Head, Scotland
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Jenny Woodruff

Thrso Pavilion
Digital Image taken at Northern tip of Scotland

Walkway
Digital image taken at Taj Mahal
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Mosaics
The Mosaics category includes vertical and horizontal
work involving tiles, stones, glass and other materials.
• Beatriz Mayorca

History of Bricktown by Susan Morrison at the Bricktown Ballpark in Oklahoma
City, OK
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Beatriz Mayorca
This past four years I have gained valuable experience in public and
monumental artwork having my art studio and practicing next to the
renowned Oklahoma public artist David Phelps. My interior design
background gives me the experience to deal with codes,
construction processes, accessibility, and also the ability to listen
and understand the different needs of the community involved,
always taking care of their health, safety, and wellbeing. My
knowledge of AutoCAD and 3-D rendering computer programs
provides me the opportunity to work with the same software that
most architects, engineers, and designers use to produce their
construction and working drawing documents. Speaking the same
language facilitates the coordination and collaboration between the
diverse ranges of stakeholders.
Finally, I have the fortune
throughout my training and professional development as an artist,
designer and maker to have obtained many awards and recognition
such as my recent, Most Outstanding Hispanic Artist 2014 Award
and the AHAS Award for the Academy of Handmade Artists &
Supporters from Los Angeles, California.

Beatriz Mayorca
5 N. Ellison Avenue
Oklahoma City, OK 73106
405/625-6796
bm@bmayorca.com
www.bmayorca.com

LIFE Bench
Polished concrete, glass, mosaic tile, wood, stainless steel hardware
1’ 5” X 4’ 0” X 1’ 4” 2015 Exhibited at the Myriad Gardens and 2015 Festival of
the Arts in Oklahoma City
$3,000
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Beatriz Mayorca

LIFE Stool
Polished concrete, glass, mosaic tile, wood, stainless steel hardware
1’ 5” X 1’ 8” X 1’2” 2015 Exhibited at the Myriad Gardens and 2015 Festival of the Arts in
Oklahoma City
$980
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Beatriz Mayorca

LIFE Bench
Polished concrete, glass, mosaic tile, wood, stainless steel hardware
1’ 5” X 4’ 0” X 1’ 4” 2015 Exhibited at the Myriad Gardens and 2015 Festival of the Arts in Oklahoma City
$3,000
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Functional Work
The Functional category includes benches, chairs,
tables, lighting, art screen fencing, bicycle racks, and
shade structures.

• Art Form
• Rick and Tracey Bewley
• Jim Gallucci
• Beatrice Mayorca
• Don Narcomey
• Klint Schor
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Art Form
Artform is an architectural fabrication company with our roots in
architectural manufacturing going back over twenty years. We are in
unison with the City that an investment in the arts is crucial and
beneficial on many levels. Not only is it proven to benefit the
community economically, but it also, perhaps more importantly,
cultivates a sense of place for the community, provides a feeling of
welcoming for visitors, and creates a reflection of the unique life and
spirit of the people within the city.
While art and architecture have always gone hand in hand, we are
living in an age where visual art is increasingly architectural. It should
notably celebrated here, where the community of artists and architects
is so vital to the city’s growth. The Artform team is well suited for
Oklahoma City’s future art projects as we have been serving the local
design and construction community for over ten years, working with
notable architectural firms such as Miles Associates, Elliott +
Associates, TAP Architecture, Frankfurt Short Bruza, Rees Associates
and more. Our CNC based technology can provide products to the
most exacting tolerances while being capable of significant volume.
Our capabilities allow fabrication from a variety of materials including
aluminum, aluminum composites, steel, stainless steel, glass,
plastics, fiberglass, wood, as well as custom resins. Our range of
products share a single and important characteristic: they create
strong visual impact for the environments in which they are installed.

Art Form
1721 West Main Street
Oklahoma City, OK 73106
405/232-2256
/art-form.com
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Art Form
Project:
Public Library Art Wall, Phoenix, AZ
Budget: $24,000
Designer: Wil Bruder
Artform Credits:
Design
development,
fabrication, installation

artwork,

Artform Team Roles:
Josh Livingston:
Estimating, design development,
installation
planning,
artwork,
installation supervision
Project Composition:
Art Wall:
40’(h) x 120’(l) “supergraphic”
library name in high-reflective vinyl
applied to welded in place hat and
“L” channel steel.
$24,000
*Note
this
project
description
includes the “super graphic” only
and not the steel wall.
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Art Form
Project: Playhouse
Budget: $10,000
Designer: Ahn Weber
Artform Credits:
Design development, engineering,
artwork, technical specifications,
fabrication, installation.
Artform Team Roles:
Josh Livingston:
Estimating,
engineering,
development.

design

Todd Graham:
Fabrication supervision, installation
supervision.
Project Composition:
Playhouse:
Wood & aluminum assembly for
function playhouse with interior,
translucent rooftop, layout roof mat
including stairway to 2nd story,
cantilevered structural stair treads,
modular assembly for breakdown
and re-assembly.
$10,000
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Rick and Tracey Bewley
We are both drawn to mixing materials that highly contrast each
other, like glass and concrete, or acrylic and rusted steel. This
dichotomy of materials leads you to examine each more closely - the
natural blend of colors in rust, the complexity of reflections off a
polished surface and the strong contrast of organic next to industrial.
In particular we love to include an element of transparency so that
lighting, natural or otherwise, also becomes an important part of the
sculpture. The transparency also adds depth as the layers of
construction are revealed and the landscape on the other side
becomes a part of the design.
Add to this many years of experience in mixed media and you will
find that we can design art that fits the specific location and context
rather than trying to make one style of art fit all projects. We love a
challenge and feel we can design a sculpture that will be a perfect fit.
Rick and Tracey Bewley
1218 N. Western
Oklahoma City, OK 73106
405/209-0243
Bewley@artfusionstudio.com
www.artfusionstudio.com

Steel and Fused Glass Chandelier 68” L X 36”D X 40” H $1,500
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Rick and Tracey Bewley

Steel & Matte Red Acrylic Coffee Table 40”L X 20”D X 20”H $600

Steel & Walnut End Table 15”L X 15”D S 22”H $250
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Rick and Tracey Bewley

Aluminum & Burlap Couch 98”L X 40”D X 38”H $3,500

Sepele & Steel Dining Table 98”L X 48”D X 32”H $650

Steel & Walnut Chair 20”L X 20”D X 36”H $500
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Rick and Tracey Bewley

Burl Birdseye Maple & Steel Coffee Table 38”L X 18”D X 18”H $2,000

Found Steel Track Coffee Table 39”L X 18”D S 18”H $850
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Jim Galucci
I enjoy creating sculpture that is related to people, places
and events. I believe a commissioned work of public art
should speak to the public at large but should also satisfy
those who have commissioned the work. I have
conceptualized, fabricated and installed public sculpture for
40 years and strive to create works that are not only
accessible to the public, but also inspire them.
My experience in public art has given me an in-depth
understanding of the process of creating, fabricating and
installing art as well as the knowledge to address long term
durability, maintenance and safety issues of the pieces. I
am comfortable working with State and Municipal
regulatory agencies as well as their engineering and
architectural constraints. I have never gone over budget
and have never missed a deadline. Thank you for your
consideration and I look forward to hearing from you soon.

Jim Gallucci Sculptor, Ltd.
499 Industrial Avenue
Greensboro,NC 27406
336/370-9001
jgall63051@aol.com
www.jimgalluccisculptor.com

Sunflower Gate

Galvanized Steel

10’HX15”WX6’D

Rotating gate

2012

$30,000
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Jim Galucci

Artist Circle Bench Powder-coated steel 3’H X 8’W X 4’D 2007 $5,000

Apples Powder-coated steel. 8’H X 6’round (each apple) 2015 $20,000
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Jim Galucci

Oak Leaf Shade Bench Powder-coated steel 7’H X 8’W X 4’D 2014 $9,000

Koi Bench Powder-coated steel. 6’w X 140”H X 3’D 2015 $10,000
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Beatriz Mayorca
This past four years I have gained valuable experience in
public and monumental artwork having my art studio and
practicing next to the renowned Oklahoma public artist
David Phelps. My interior design background gives me the
experience to deal with codes, construction processes,
accessibility, and also the ability to listen and understand
the different needs of the community involved, always
taking care of their health, safety, and wellbeing. My
knowledge of AutoCAD and 3-D rendering computer
programs provides me the opportunity to work with the
same software that most architects, engineers, and
designers use to produce their construction and working
drawing documents.
Speaking the same language
facilitates the coordination and collaboration between the
diverse ranges of stakeholders. Finally, I have the fortune
throughout my training and professional development as an
artist, designer and maker to have obtained many awards
and recognition such as my recent, Most Outstanding
Hispanic Artist 2014 Award and the AHAS Award for the
Academy of Handmade Artists & Supporters from Los
Angeles, California.

Beatriz Mayorca
5 N. Ellison Avenue
Oklahoma City, OK 73106
405/625-6796
bm@bmayorca.com
www.bmayorca.com
LIFE Bench
Polished concrete, glass, mosaic tile, wood, stainless steel hardware
1’5” X 4’ X 1’4” 2015 Exhibited at the Myriad Gardens and 2015 Festival of the Arts in
Oklahoma City $3,000
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Beatriz Mayorca

SELs Linear Chandelier Wood, aluminum, metal hardware and LED lighting
4.5” X 3’11” X 5.5” 2014 Exhibited at Oklahoma Contemporary’s Art Now
$1,900

B Lounge Chair Stained and laminated plywood and clear powder-coated
steel 32” S 23” S 32X 2016 Exhibited at The MART in Chicago $1,700
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Beatriz Mayorca

Bulb Table Lamp Wood, stained concrete & electrical supplies 1’ X 6.25” X 11.25” X 6.5”

2015

Exhibited at Oklahoma Contemporary Art Now Exhibition
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Don Narcomey
My functional works are inspired by nature and landscape and I consider
them to be an evolution of forms. The various elements must be shaped
and carved to fit one another in a way that makes them appear as if they
have grown out of each other or have assimilated together over a long
period. Consequently, these works do take some time to create as they
are all sculptural and one of a kind. The forms echo the powerful forces
of wind, rain, erosion and
time. When I carve or cut into these materials I am looking to expose the
essence of their inner being and meld them into my experiences as a
person or a human being.
Having made sculptures and functional art for over thirty years, my works
have ranged from small jewelry pieces to large outdoor sculptures. I
have placed several works in public and private settings both indoors
and outdoors. Two notable examples of my public works are at the
Myriad Gardens in Oklahoma City, where I placed a large sculpture
consisting of a carved pecan root system now residing at the north end
of the Crystal Bridge in the Myriad Gardens as well as a Storyteller Chair
carved from section of a bois d’ arc tree that is now in the Children’s
Garden in the Myriad Gardens. Over the years, I have had a chance to
visit these works to see how they have lived in their environment and am
always looking for ways to decrease their vulnerability and need for
maintenance. Lately, I have been researching and experimenting with
resin composites together with wood as well as using steel and concrete
in my works to increase the durability and weather resistance of my
outdoor works.

Don Narcomey
601 Hollowdale
Edmond, OK 73003
405/473-1350
don@narcomey.net
www.narcomey.net

Higher Places Purpleheart, cherry, maple, cocobolo, ebony
45”H X 24”W X 18”D 2013 Private Collection $8,500
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Don Narcomey

Spawn (coffee table) Walnut, maple, zebrawood, ziricote, cocobolo, goia bao, purpleheart
18”H X 48”W X 18”E 1997
Private Collection $9,500

Ascention Purpleheart, maple, bubinga, cocobolo,
ebony, goia bao, recycled ivory
72”H X 28”W X 18”D 2002 Private Collection $8,500
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Don Narcomey

King Sized Fence Post Bed bois d’arc, olive wood, zebrawood, wenge
84”H X 18”W X 20”D 2016 Private Collection $9,500

Bloodlines Chair
Walnut, bloodwood, wenge, cherry, bocote, goia bao
46”H X 18”W X 20”D 2016 Private Collection $9,500
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Klint Schor
My experience with architectural renderings, design, construction,
budgets, and scheduling on previous projects of this nature show
that I am a problem solver capable of executing and completing a
project of this scope in a timely manner. Projects include public art
sculptures for the City of Oklahoma City, installations in institutions
such as hospitals and museums, design/build for private residences
and restaurants. I have managed project budgets of over $100,000
and have served as both an artist and construction manager working
in concert with property owners/managers, architects, designers, site
foremen and subcontractors. I have been a self-employed
artist/builder for nine years. Let me also add that I design and
physically build each project myself. The images show some of the
behind the scenes look at the work required for finished
product. This includes: Permitting, excavation, pouring concrete
footings, welding, carpentry, and electrical. There is also delivering,
raising and installing work fabricated off site to the premises all while
maintaining safety and an orderly and clean job site.

Klint Schor
1513 NW 17th Street
Oklahoma City, OK 73106
405/922-0229
klintschor@gmail.com

Ludivine-Sunscreen bike rack Aluminum and Steel 10’ X 10’ 2015 $10,000
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Klint Schor

Kersey Residence Steel and cedar 6’X6’X13’ 2012 $4,000

Hexa-quad 3/16” Steel Plate 30”X4’X10’ 2016 $10,000
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Klint Schor

Van der Rohe Stool Wood and steel 17”X18”X20” 2016 $1,500

Steel Staircase ¼” steel plate treads, 1/2@” steel rod curtain wall
12’X8’X15’ $17,000
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Environmental Work
The Environmental Work category includes use of
materials from the natural environment that include, but
are not limited to, earth, stone, willow landscaping, water,
etc.

• Randy Marks
• Klint Schor
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Randy Marks
For the past seven years, I have been the principal of Groundwork
Applied Design. (www.groundworkapplieddesign.com) My approach
has been hands-on in every phase of design and installation. I have
a team of crafts and trades professionals that I collaborate with on
an ongoing basis.
Skills include masonry, concrete pouring and finishing, electrical
trouble-shooting, plumbing, lighting design, irrigation design,
welding.
Prior to founding Groundwork I was a sculptor working in welded
steel and mixed media. I have often installed my own work as well as
that of other artists. I am experienced both in fabrication and in
coordinating a team to successfully complete projects.

Randy Marks
736 NE 18th Street
Oklahoma City, OK 73105
405/206-2883
randylmarks@gmail.com
www.groundworkapplieddesign.com

Untitled Stone 24’X40’area 2015 Lake Aluma $7,500
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Randy Marks

Untitled Stone 9’X9’X6’ 2016 NW OKC $17,000

Black Mesa Stone & Plants 20’X40’area 2016 Midtown OKC $12,000
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Randy Marks

Untitled Concrete/Mixed 25’X50’X12’ 2011 Nichols Hills $40,000

Untitled Stone & water 15’X35’ area

2015

Deer Creek

$9,000
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Klint Schor
My experience with architectural renderings, design, construction,
budgets, and scheduling on previous projects of this nature show
that I am a problem solver capable of executing and completing a
project of this scope in a timely manner. Projects include public art
sculptures for the City of Oklahoma City, installations in
institutions such as hospitals and museums, design/build for
private residences and restaurants. I have managed project
budgets of over $100,000 and have served as both an artist and
construction manager working in concert with property
owners/managers, architects, designers, site foremen and
subcontractors. I have been a self-employed artist/builder for nine
years. Let me also add that I design and physically build each
project myself. The images show some of the behind the scenes
look at the work required for finished product. This includes:
Permitting, excavation, pouring concrete footings, welding,
carpentry, and electrical. There is also delivering, raising and
installing work fabricated off site to the premises all while
maintaining safety and an orderly and clean job site.

Klint Schor
1513 NW 17th Street
Oklahoma City, OK 73106
405/922-0229
klintschor@gmail.com

Singler/Elder Residence Cedar 5’X89’ area 2016 OKC Collaboration with Randy
Marks. $15,000
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Klint Schor

Singler/Elder Residence (Detail)

Schor Residence

Visqueen, pvc conduit, stone, and cedar –Made entirely of repurposed materials 6/5’X10’X16’ 2016 $No Cost
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QUESTIONS?
Contact:
Robbie Kienzle, Arts Liaison and Program Planner
Oklahoma City Planning Department
Office of Arts & Cultural Affairs
420 W. Main, Suite 930
Oklahoma City, OK 73102
405/297-1740
robbie.kienzle@okc.gov OR okcarts@okc.gov
http://www.okc.gov/arts
Follow OKC Arts on Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter
Find public art in OKC at OKC Public Art.
.

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES:
Oklahoma Public Art Network
http://oklahomapan.wixsite.com/opan

